The role of serum amyloid A and sphingosine-1-phosphate on high-density lipoprotein functionality
The high-density lipoprotein (HDL) is one of the most important endogenous cardiovascular protective markers. HDL is an attractive target in the search for new pharmaceutical therapies and in the prevention of cardiovascular events. Some of HDL’s anti-atherogenic properties are related to the signaling molecule sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), which plays an important role in vascular homeostasis. However, for different patient populations it seems more complicated. Significant changes in HDL’s protective potency are reduced under pathologic conditions and HDL might even serve as a proatherogenic particle. Under uremic conditions especially there is a change in the compounds associated with HDL. S1P is reduced and acute phase proteins such as serum amyloid A (SAA) are found to be elevated in HDL. The conversion of HDL in inflammation changes the functional properties of HDL. High amounts of SAA are associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular diseases such as atherosclerosis. SAA has potent pro-atherogenic properties, which may have impact on HDL’s biological functions, including cholesterol efflux capacity, antioxidative and anti-inflammatory activities. This review focuses on two molecules that affect the functionality of HDL. The balance between functional and dysfunctional HDL is disturbed after the loss of the protective sphingolipid molecule S1P and the accumulation of the acute-phase protein SAA. This review also summarizes the biological activities of lipid-free and lipid-bound SAA and its impact on HDL function.
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Introduction

High-density lipoprotein – structure and function

High-density lipoprotein (HDL) is the smallest and densest of the plasma lipoproteins. HDL exists as a number of subclasses of particles in the plasma, differing in shape, protein and lipid composition, density and size (Barter et al., 2003). HDL is a macromolecular complex of proteins and lipids (a core containing triacylglycerol and cholesterol ester and, on the surface, cholesterol and phospholipids). The primary apolipoproteins (Apos) in HDL are ApoA-I and Apo-AII, which represent up to 70% and 20% of the total HDL protein, respectively. Furthermore, HDL transports many other apolipoproteins, such as ApoA-IV, ApoE, ApoJ and ApoM and enzymes, including paraoxonase (PON), platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase (PAF-AH), lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT), and cholesteryl ester transfer protein. The heterogeneous nature of HDL results from constant remodeling of the particle in response to a range of factors in plasma (Glomset, 1968). Under physiological conditions, HDL displays potent antiatherogenic properties. The atheroprotective role of HDL is partially attributed to its role in promoting cholesterol efflux from peripheral tissues (Glomset, 1968). Furthermore, HDL protects against atherosclerosis via multiple other pleiotropic mechanisms (Stein and Stein, 1999; Nofer et al., 2002; Assmann and Nofer, 2003) including anti-inflammatory (Xia et al., 1999), antioxidative (Ng...
atherogenesis has changed dramatically over time. Our understanding of HDL and its protective effect on proatherogenic molecules has been related to the sphingolipid sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), which is an essential part of HDL.

The imbalance between atheroprotective and proatherogenic molecules

Our understanding of HDL and its protective effect on atherogenesis has changed dramatically over time. Gordon's Framingham study showed the strong inverse correlation between serum cholesterol (HDL-C) levels and the risk of atherosclerosis (Gordon et al., 1977). Nevertheless, studies in the early 2000s showed that high HDL-C levels do not necessarily induce an anti-atherogenic effect. There is convincing evidence that plasma levels of HDL-C do not reflect the true atheroprotective functions of HDL.

It was demonstrated, for example, that HDL concentrations no longer correlated with cardiovascular mortality in dialysis patients (Kilpatrick et al., 2007). Despite this, lipid-modifying therapies aiming to increase HDL levels in patients worked as expected. For example, the treatment of patients with a cholesteryl ester transfer protein inhibitor, such as torcetrapib or dalcetrapib, effectively increased the HDL-C levels in these patients; however this HDL-C increase did not reduce the occurrence of cardiovascular events. On the contrary there was an increase in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality observed (Barter et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2009). These results indicate that HDL functionality does not necessarily correlate with HDL-C concentration (HDL quantity). Many patients who experience cardiovascular events have normal or even high levels of HDL-C (Corsetti et al., 2006), which gives the impression that functionality of HDL is important. The molecular structure of HDL is not static, but rather fluid: apolipoproteins can dissociate from HDL particles to interact with cellular structures and subsequently associate with HDL again (Vedhachalam et al., 2010). Recent studies have focused on the loss of antioxidative and anti-inflammatory activities of HDL in uremic patients (Jurek et al., 2008; Vaziri et al., 2009). There is decreased activity of anti-inflammatory and antioxidative factors in uremic patients. At the same time there seems to be an increase in substances with proinflammatory capacity in these patients. It has been shown that structural alterations in HDL occur under inflammatory conditions. Sattler and coworkers showed that in patients with coronary artery disease, HDL looses functionality associated with a loss of S1P (Sattler et al., 2010). In systemic inflammatory response syndrome and sepsis, apolipoproteins such as ApoM are reduced (Kumaraswamy et al., 2012). In addition, our results revealed decreased S1P levels in HDL from patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) compared to healthy controls (unpublished data). In contrast, proinflammatory factors, such as serum amyloid A (SAA), can accumulate in HDL. SAA itself acts as a proinflammatory active substance. Figure 1 shows the structural changes in HDL during an acute phase response. The current review summarizes the knowledge relating to how S1P associated with HDL is an atheroprotective player and how SAA acts as a proinflammatory substance potentially counteracting the functions of S1P. Both substances play a substantial role in HDL's functionality. In this review we focus on the function of S1P associated with HDL particles, which is distinct from S1P's actions when not bound to HDL. The differences have been extensively reviewed in Schuchardt et al. (2011).

Sphingosine-1-phosphate: an atheroprotective player associated with HDL

S1P has been identified as a bioactive signaling molecule that modulates several cell functions, including cell proliferation, differentiation and migration (Olivera and Spiegel, 1993; Lee et al., 1998, 1999). In addition to a de novo pathway, S1P can be formed via the degradation of sphingomyelin, a eukaryote-specific plasma membrane lipid that is essential for the arrangement of caveolae and lipid rafts. Sphingomyelin can be metabolized by sphingomyelinases leading to the formation of ceramide (Hannun and Obeid, 2008). Ceramidases are the predominant enzymes that degrade ceramides, yielding the free sphingoid base sphingosine, which can be phosphorylated by sphingosine kinases (SphK), resulting in the formation of S1P. Two isoforms of SphK have been discovered, which are referred to as type 1 and 2; Sphk1 is localized to the cytoplasm, whereas Sphk2 is primarily located in the nuclei (Ogawa et al., 2003; Venkataraman et al., 2006). The S1P levels in plasma and tissue are tightly regulated by the equilibrium between its synthesis and degradation. The degradation of S1P is regulated by both specific and nonspecific phosphate phosphohydrolases (SPP1, SPP2 and LPP3), which hydrolyze S1P to sphingosine, or by the S1P-lyase, which cleaves S1P into hexadecenal and phosphoethanolamine (Le Stunff et al., 2002; Ogawa et al., 2003).

The performance of various S1P-mediated functions is facilitated by either the modulation of the intracellular functions of S1P or the activity of the sphingolipid as a ligand of G-protein-coupled receptors after its secretion.
normal functional HDL contains apolipoproteins, lipids and antioxidative enzymes. During acute phase response, the accumulation of proatherogenic molecules such as SAA and the loss of antiatherogenic molecules like ApoA-I, PON-1, PAF-AH, LCAT, ApoM and S1P creates dysfunctional HDL. Abbreviations: Apo: apolipoprotein; LCAT: Lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase; PAF-AH: platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase; PON-1: paraoxonase 1; SAA: serum amyloid A; S1P: sphingosine-1-phosphate.

Figure 1 Structural changes in HDL under acute phase response.

Normal functional HDL contains apolipoproteins, lipids and antioxidative enzymes. During acute phase response, the accumulation of proatherogenic molecules such as SAA and the loss of antiatherogenic molecules like ApoA-I, PON-1, PAF-AH, LCAT, ApoM and S1P creates dysfunctional HDL. Abbreviations: Apo: apolipoprotein; LCAT: Lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase; PAF-AH: platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase; PON-1: paraoxonase 1; SAA: serum amyloid A; S1P: sphingosine-1-phosphate.

into the extracellular environment. Currently, five receptors for S1P, termed S1P1–S1P5, have been identified, and these receptors display tissue-selective expression patterns (Chun et al., 2002; Blaho and Hla, 2011).

In mammalian organisms S1P is primarily present in the blood, whereas levels are generally low in the tissues. There is an S1P gradient between the lymphoid organs, which contain low S1P levels, and lymph and blood, which contain high S1P concentrations. This gradient directs the chemotactic egress of lymphocytes from lymphoid tissues toward the blood or the lymph.

The concentration of S1P in plasma varies between 200 nM and 1000 nM, and due to its amphiphilic characteristic most of the S1P in plasma is bound to proteins. Indeed, approximately 55% of the total S1P is transported via HDL, whereas 36% of S1P is bound to albumin (Murata et al., 2000). Only a minor portion of S1P is transported by other lipoproteins, such as very low-density lipoprotein and low-density lipoprotein (LDL). It has been suggested that some of the biological functions of HDL are related to the activity of HDL-associated S1P. Thus, the anti-inflammatory properties of HDL and HDL-associated S1P are explained by its ability to inhibit diapedesis by selectively decreasing the expression of endothelial adhesion molecules, which facilitate the binding of mononuclear cells to the vessel wall. Moreover, the integrity of blood vessels is critical for vascular homeostasis, and disruption of endothelial barrier function is detected under pathophysiological conditions, such as hemorrhage, edema and inflammation. S1P binding to HDL therefore appears to be a crucial factor in enhancing barrier integrity through its therapeutic potency. In addition, S1P plays a role in renal diseases (reviewed in Koch et al., 2013). S1P that is not bound to HDL has some other actions with proinflammatory signaling, i.e., activating intracellular adhesion molecule or vascular cell adhesion molecule. These unbound S1P actions are reviewed in Schuchardt et al. (2011). However, the question remains as to why most of the S1P is bound to HDL. The enigma may be explained by the finding of a direct interaction between S1P and the lipoprotein ApoM. ApoM is a 25-kDa protein that is primarily coupled to HDL via a specific hydrophobic signal peptide (Christoffersen et al., 2011). Indeed, more than 95% of the ApoM present in plasma is associated with HDL. Only a minor portion is associated with LDL and very low-density lipoprotein (Christoffersen et al., 2011).

The essential role of ApoM as a transport protein of S1P is demonstrated in ApoM-deficient mice. These S1P levels in plasma of such mice is approximately 46% lower than in wild-type mice. Moreover, S1P is not detected in HDL from ApoM-/- mice. Consistent with these findings, the S1P levels in plasma are drastically enhanced when ApoM expression is increased. These data indicate that ApoM is the predominant S1P carrier protein in HDL. It has been considered that the effect of HDL-associated S1P on endothelial barrier function is mediated by specific G1-coupled S1P receptor subtypes and the Akt signaling pathway (Argraves et al., 2008). In addition, S1P is recognized as a crucial molecule in HDL that is primarily responsible for the vasodilatory effect of HDL in isolated aortae ex vivo (Nofer et al., 2004).
It has been shown that HDL-induced vasodilatation is due to the formation of nitric oxide (NO), an atheroprotective signaling molecule. HDL-associated SIP is responsible for the formation of NO because it up-regulates endothelial NO synthase after stimulation of the SIP3 receptor. Nofer et al. showed this when the effect of HDL on vascular dilation was examined in SIP3-deficient mice. HDL almost completely lost its ability to induce vasodilation in the absence of the SIP3 receptor subtype. Additionally, the scavenger receptor BI is recognized as a crucial receptor in HDL-induced vasodilation (Nofer et al., 2004).

SIP protects endothelial cells (ECs) from apoptosis via the inhibition of caspases and the formation of NO (Kwon et al., 2001). Furthermore, it has been shown that SIP-bound HDL inhibits the NAD(P)H oxidase-dependent synthesis of thrombin-induced monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), the key regulatory chemokine in monocyte recruitment during atherogenesis (Tolle et al., 2008).

It has been suggested that regulation of the endothelial barrier by protein-bound SIP depends on the type of carrier. For example, Wikel et al. elucidated that the effect of HDL–SIP on endothelial barrier function is more extensive than that of SIP bound to albumin (Wilkerson et al., 2012). Thus, it can be concluded that HDL-bound SIP, which is chaperoned by ApoM, promotes the interaction between SIP and its receptor (Christoffersen et al., 2011). Indeed, it has been shown that SIP/SIP1R signaling is prolonged when SIP is bound to HDL. The SIP1 receptor has recently been crystallized (Hanson et al., 2012), and it will be interesting to examine the structural characteristics that promote the interaction between ApoM-chaperoned SIP and the binding site of the SIP1 receptor. The complex interplay between HDL, SIP and ApoM is also demonstrated in ApoM-deficient mice. These mice are characterized by not only decreased SIP plasma levels but also increased vascular leakage into the lungs (Christoffersen et al., 2011). These data demonstrate the fundamental roles of HDL-bound SIP and its association with HDL-specific ApoM. This understanding is of potential interest in the development of therapeutic applications for diseases such as atherosclerosis or sepsis, in which endothelial barrier function is heavily dysregulated.

**Serum amyloid A: a proatherogenic acting molecule**

The acute phase protein SAA is associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular disease and atherosclerosis (Dong et al., 2011; King et al., 2011). The structure of SAA was reported in the early 1980s. The SAA protein family is encoded by four genes that are found in various species, including humans and mice. Only three of these genes are commonly expressed in humans, however, resulting in three protein isoforms: SAA1, SAA2 and SAA4.

SAA is highly conserved. It is predominantly expressed in the liver but is also expressed by cells of the artery wall, including monocytes/macrophages (Urieli-Shoval et al., 1994), ECs, vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) and adipocytes (Meek et al., 1994). During an acute phase response, SAA1 and SAA2 (A-SAA) are highly expressed in the liver. They are induced by the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α). In contrast, SAA4 (C-SAA) is constitutively expressed in the liver and is not regulated by inflammatory responses.

SAA1, the gene for which is located on chromosome 11, consists of 104 amino acids with a molecular weight of 12 kDa and is the predominant member of the SAA family. HDL is the major carrier of SAA1 in human plasma (Marhaug and Husby, 1982). It does not exist in a free form, and associates with non-HDL lipoproteins in the absence of HDL (Cabana et al., 2004). SAA1 binds to HDL via its N-terminal domain (Liang et al., 1996); and residues 1–11 of SAA1, which form an alpha-helical structure, are critical for its interaction with lipids (Ohta et al., 2009). The circulating levels of SAA2 can be increased up to 1000-fold during an acute phase response (Malle et al., 1993). Under physiological conditions, SAA2 levels range between 2 µg/ml and 5 µg/ml (Malle et al., 1993).

During an acute phase response, SAA becomes the primary apolipoprotein in HDL, displacing apo-A1 (Coetzee et al., 1986). During acute inflammation, SAA can account for up to 80% of the total protein content (Cabana et al., 1989). Structural alterations can significantly change the protective function of HDL and convert HDL into a proatherogenic particle. SAA accumulation in HDL may be responsible for the loss of HDL’s antiatherogenic function, SAA itself acting as a proinflammatory molecule. The proatherogenic properties of SAA may affect HDL function. HDL-associated SAA may convert functional antiatherogenic HDL into dysfunctional proatherogenic HDL. SAA also has various biological functions in the vascular system, including the regulation of immune cell migration (Badolato et al., 1994) and the stimulation of inflammatory factor production (Patel et al., 1998). It has been demonstrated that SAA is present in both mouse (Qiao et al., 1994) and human atherosclerotic lesions (Meek et al., 1994; Yamada et al., 1996). SAA induces cytokine production in THP-1 cells (Patel et al., 1998), macrophages (Song et al., 2009a, b), VSMCs (Tolle et al., 2012) and EC lines (Lakota et al., 2013). In addition, SAA increases...
tissue factor activity and TNF-α levels in THP-1 cells (Song et al., 2009a,b). Exposure of ECs to SAA induces the production of proinflammatory and prothrombotic factors (Wang et al., 2008). Recombinant human SAA1/2 induces the expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) that degrade the extracellular matrix of fibroblasts and monocytes in vitro (Migita et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2005). Recombinant SAA also induces foam cell formation in macrophages (Lee et al., 2013a,b) and enhances sPLA2 secretion in VSMCs (Sullivan et al., 2010). Furthermore, SAA induces reactive oxygen species production and the proliferation of fibroblasts (Hatanaka et al., 2011). It has also been shown that SAA directly affects the vascular endothelium. Recombinant SAA1/2 up-regulates the production of cell adhesion molecules in ECs (Witting et al., 2011). The exposure of human aortic ECs to SAA decreases NO synthesis and stimulates superoxide (O2-) production. SAA also diminishes the relaxation of preconstricted aortic rings induced by acetylcholine (Witting et al., 2011). These biological functions of SAA may promote the development of atherosclerosis and may contribute to HDL dysfunction.

Serum amyloid A and its impact on HDL dysfunction

SAA-enrichment in HDL may impair the atheroprotective activities of HDL, including its cholesterol efflux capacity and its anti-inflammatory, antioxidative and cytoprotective functions. Table 1 summarizes the protein and lipid components that are involved in the biological activities of HDL and the impact of SAA on HDL function. During an acute phase response, HDL displays diminished antioxidative and anti-inflammatory properties, which may even be transformed into pro-oxidative and proinflammatory activities (Van Lenten et al., 1995). The HDL particle content of native, nonmodified ApoA-I is significantly decreased in hypercholesterolemic subjects (Yang et al., 2005), whereas that of SAA is enriched in these patients. In addition, SAA is elevated in patients with metabolic syndrome (Medina-Urrutia et al., 2008). During an acute phase response, SAA replaces ApoA-I in HDL particles (Coetzee et al., 1986), and the ApoA-I plasma levels are reduced (Cabana et al., 1996). In addition, patients with coronary heart disease exhibit significantly decreased ApoA-I levels and significantly increased SAA levels in HDL compared with healthy individuals (Wang et al., 2013).

### Table 1 HDL components involved in HDL functional activities and the role of serum amyloid A (SAA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Biologic activity</th>
<th>Role of SAA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ApoA-I (interaction with ABCA1 and ABCG1 transporters and scavenger receptor B1) ↑</td>
<td>Cholesterol efflux</td>
<td>Replacement by SAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApoA-I (reduction of lipid hydroperoxides, scavenging ROS) ↑, ApoA-IV, ApoE, ApoM (removal of oxLDL from cells, scavenging ROS) ↑, PON-1, PAF-AH, LCAT (hydrolysis of short-chain oxidized PLs) ↑</td>
<td>Anti-oxidative</td>
<td>Replacement by SAA?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApoA-I (removal of pro-inflammatory oxLDL from cells) ↑</td>
<td>Anti-inflammatory</td>
<td>Replacement by SAA?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApoA-I and sphingosine-1-phosphate (inhibition of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells, inhibition of apoptosis induced by oxLDL) ↑</td>
<td>Cytoprotective</td>
<td>Replacement by SAA?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

↑, up-regulates biological activity of HDL; ↓, down-regulates biological activity of HDL; Apo, apolipoprotein; ABCG1, ATP-binding cassette transporter G1; ABCA1, ATP-binding cassette transporter A1; LCAT, Lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase; oxLDL, oxidized low-density lipoprotein; PON-1, paraoxonase 1; PAF-AH, platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase; ROS, reactive oxygen species.
binding of HDL to macrophages (Banka et al., 1995). The cholesterol efflux capacity can be impaired during inflammation and the acute phase response (McGillicuddy et al., 2009; Annema et al., 2010). SAA overexpression in mice significantly contributes to reduced macrophage-to-feces reverse cholesterol efflux (Annema et al., 2010). It appears that SAA promotes cholesterol efflux by macrophages (Stonik et al., 2004; van der Westhuyzen et al., 2005) but reduces lipid uptake by hepatocytes (Kisilevsky and Subrahmanyan, 1992; Artl et al., 2002; Cai et al., 2005). It has also been shown that mouse SAA2 and SAA2 fragments promote cholesterol efflux from macrophages in vitro and in vivo (Tam et al., 2002; Kisilevsky and Tam, 2003).

One group of investigators recently analyzed the effect of SAA on cellular cholesterol efflux in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients because type 2 diabetes is associated with inflammation. The investigators found that the SAA levels were significantly increased in these patients. Both the scavenger receptor B1 and ABCG1 cholesterol efflux activities to serum were significantly impaired. It was shown that the SAA level inversely correlated to scavenger receptor B1-mediated cholesterol efflux to serum (Tsun et al., 2013).

Another study showed that inflammation impairs steps in reverse cholesterol efflux (de Beer et al., 2013). This study revealed that in lipopolysaccharide-injected mice, the transfer of labeled cholesterol from macrophages to plasma was reduced in both in wild type and SAA knock-out mice, indicating that SAA plays only a minor role in this activity.

Serum amyloid A and its effect on HDL’s anti-inflammatory activity

During the induction of an acute phase response, HDL loses its ability to protect against LDL oxidation due to decreased PON-1 and PAF-AH activities (Watson et al., 1995a,b). PON-1 is a major antiatherosclerotic component in HDL. It is possible that, on the one hand, oxidative modifications of HDL are responsible for the decreased PON-1 activity. On the other hand, SAA incorporation during the inflammatory response, resulting in the replacement of several enzymes, including PON-1, PAF-AH and LCAT, with SAA, may lead to a reduced capacity to inhibit LDL oxidation (Van Lenten et al., 2001). In chronic diseases inflammation and oxidative stress occur together (Khanzari et al., 2009) and collectively change HDL particles into proatherogenic particles by decreasing PON-1 content and increasing SAA content. Several clinical studies have analyzed the correlation between SAA levels and PON-1 activity. In patients with rheumatoid arthritis, the ratio of PON-1 to SAA was reduced (Tanimoto et al., 2003) and PON-1 activity was decreased. Another study showed a significant inverse correlation between PON-1 activity and SAA levels in patients with metabolic syndrome (Kappelle et al., 2011). Experimental studies have shown that PON-1 mRNA expression is decreased in human hepatoma HepG2 cells due to stimulation with the inflammatory cytokines IL-1B and TNF-α but not due to stimulation with SAA (Kumon et al., 2002). Other experimental studies have shown that PON-1 activity could be displaced from HDL in vitro by incubating serum with recombinant human or murine SAA. This displacement occurs more strongly in murine HDL than in rabbit HDL, but it does not occur in human HDL (Cabana et al., 2003).

Serum amyloid A and its effect on HDL’s anti-inflammatory activity

The major mechanisms underlying the functional alterations in HDL during acute phase response most likely include the replacement of ApoA-I with SAA (Van Lenten et al., 2001). The reduction of HDL ApoA-I levels in inflammatory conditions is related to both decreased hepatic ApoA-I synthesis and the replacement of ApoA-I with SAA in HDL particles (Le Goff et al., 2004). The impaired inactivation of proinflammatory oxidized phospholipids is in agreement with the depletion of ApoA-I in HDL during an acute phase response. The formation of proinflammatory HDL correlates with decreased activities of HDL-associated enzymes, including PON-1, PAF-AH and LCAT, which are replaced with SAA during the acute phase response. HDL from ESRD patients displays a lower anti-inflammatory capacity in the inhibition of monocyte chemotactic activity in cultured human aortic ECs than HDL from control subjects (Vaziri et al., 2009). In addition, the results of our studies revealed that HDL from ESRD patients displays decreased anti-inflammatory activity and decreased the potential to inhibit thrombin-activated MCP-1 production in rat VSMCs. Moreover, the HDL from dialysis patients displays a proinflammatory capacity that correlates with the accumulation of SAA in HDL (Tolle et al., 2012). Interestingly, this process may represent the mechanism by which SAA activates MCP-1 production in these cells, which is currently under investigation. There are several receptors that bind to SAA, including Toll-like receptor 2 (Cheng et al., 2008; He et al., 2009) and Toll-like receptor 4 (Sandri et al., 2008), formyl peptide receptor-like 1 (Lee et al., 2010), CD36 (Baranova et al., 2010), receptor for advanced glycation endproducts, P2X, (Christenson et al.,
2008; Niemi et al., 2011) and scavenger receptor Bl (Mullan et al., 2010). How SAA could activate such a diverse group of receptors remains under investigation. Weichert et al. showed that under uremic conditions HDL becomes proinflammatory by accumulating SAA (Weichhart et al., 2012). In addition, the HDL from renal dysfunction patients on hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis, who are characterized by the presence of dyslipidemia, is less effective in reducing vascular cell adhesion protein 1 expression in ECs than HDL from control subjects (Jurek et al., 2008). These structural alterations in HDL, as well as the related functional changes, may at least partially explain the elevated cardiovascular risk in patients with chronic kidney disease.

Conclusions

Several studies have shown that it is not the amount of HDL, but rather the quality of HDL that is important. A high level of HDL does not necessarily decrease the risk of cardiovascular events. S1P association with HDL has been identified as important in the mediation of many beneficial functions of HDL, but to date only one clinical study has examined the S1P levels in HDL from patients with coronary heart disease. In contrast to S1P, the acute phase protein SAA disrupts various biological functions of HDL, including its cholesterol efflux capacity and its antioxidative and anti-inflammatory activities. SAA has also been associated with cardiovascular disease and atherosclerosis. Recombinant SAA is a powerful proatherogenic factor. SAA counteracts the function of S1P when associated with HDL. It must be clarified whether HDL-associated SAA contributes to vascular morbidity and mortality under pathological conditions. It is particularly necessary to evaluate whether HDL-associated SAA is proatherogenic due to the replacement of anti-inflammatory and antioxidative enzymes with SAA.

There is a need to evaluate the levels of S1P and SAA in HDL from different patient populations associated with cardiovascular risk based on epidemiological or clinical studies. Such studies are needed to clarify alterations in the levels of S1P and SAA participate in HDL dysfunction. In addition, animal models and in vitro studies would help us understand the underlying mechanisms of HDL dysfunction. SAA could serve not only as a potential diagnostic biomarker of inflammatory disease but also as a therapeutic target against inflammation for the prevention of cardiovascular events. In the clinic, plasma levels of SAA can be determined easily and routinely, for example using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays or Luminex™ assays. A more challenging barrier is the removal of SAA from the blood circulation.
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